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Abstract: The chemical stability of 207 zinc fingers, derived from 92 experimental protein structures, is evaluated
according to the protein packing and electrostatic screening of their zinc cores. These properties are used as
measures of the protein protection of zinc cores, to predictively rank relative zinc finger reactivities and assess
differences in function. On average, there is a substantial and concomitant increase in the screening of
increasingly anionic core motifs, suggesting zinc fingers have evolved in a manner that promotes shielding of
their potentially reactive core thiolates. In contrast,enzymaticzinc cores are functionally differentiated by
negative electrostatic screening. Zinc finger cores are predominantly screened by networks of backbone:core
NH-S hydrogen bonds that electronically stabilize core thiolates and enhance backbone packing. Stabilizing
protein:core interactions can be mapped to conserved residues, including [Arg,Lys]:core salt-bridges in some
protein families. Labile zinc fingers are identified by poorly screened cores, possibly indicating redox or
metallothionein (MT) regulated function. Consistent with experiment, the cores of the C-terminal finger of the
human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) nucleocapsid protein p7 (NCp7) andEscherichia coliAda
protein (Ada) “finger” are identified as reactive. The C-terminal zinc fingers of nuclear receptors are predicted
to be the most labile in this study, particularly the human estrogen receptor (hER), which contains a triad of
reactive thiolates. We propose that hER DNA binding is redox and MT regulated through the C-terminal
finger and thatweakelectrophilic agents may inhibit hER-mediated transcription, implicated in breast cancer
progression.

Introduction

Zinc fingers are small metal-binding peptide units that
function in gene regulation by promoting specific protein-
nucleic acid binding and recognition,1,2 in some cases mediating
protein-protein interactions as well.3 All zinc fingers contain
a core4 of cysteine and histidine residues, tetrahedrally coordi-
nated to Zn2+, which anchors the peptide loops linked to these
chelated residues. This design yields autonomous folding motifs,
X i-Ω-X j-Ω-Xk-Ω-X l-Ω-Xm, whereΩ are Zn2+ ligands
(Ω ) Cys, His) and{Xi} are peptide segments of lengthi. These
protein domains are highly conserved, particularly the Zn2+

-coordination motif of the core, CysRHisâ,4 and the core’s residue
sequence. The zinc finger cores are crucial to the stability and
arrangement of local protein secondary structure, with numerous
experiments demonstrating that Zn2+-coordination is necessary
for protein function. Conserved residues in loops{X i} also
contribute to the stability of the zinc finger fold, as well as

target-binding specificity.2,5,6Zinc fingers often occur in tandem
as DNA-binding arrays, particularly in Cys2His2-containing
transcription factors (TFs), where multiple fingers interact
sequentially with the major2,5,6and minor7 groves of DNA. The
modular properties of zinc fingers, combined with the amino
acid variability of {X i}, are well suited for the combinatorial
development of zinc finger designs that confer high DNA
specificity.2,5,6 These properties may also account for the
abundance of encoded zinc fingers, estimated to be 1% of the
human genome.8 At least 10 functionally distinct classes of zinc
fingers are categorized that utilize a variety of different cores
and peptide loop topologies.9

In contrast to a variety ofenzymaticzinc cores, where Zn2+

chemically functions as a Lewis acid in catalysis,10-12 zinc finger
cores are usually regarded asstructuralelements within proteins.
However, zinc finger cores can be chemically active since their
nucleophilic Cys thiolates are potentially vulnerable to oxidation,
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His,13,16,18-23 and Cys4 cores.13,24-27 Increasing evidence sug-
gests that some zinc fingers are predisposed to oxidation,
possibly as a means of redox or metallothionein (MT) regulation
of their function, while others are relatively inert, having fixed
structural functions.14,15,17,28,29Moreover, the primary function
of some zinc finger-like cores actually involves specific delivery
of key thiolates for reaction with substrate. Examples include
the Escherichia coliAda protein, where repair of methylated
DNA is accomplished by specific methyl transfer from phos-
photriester to Cys69 of a Cys4 core,30 and more recently inE.
coli methionine synthase, where homocysteine is part of a Cys4

core that is catalytically methylated to methionine.31 In these
cases, the Cys4 core is utilized as a reactive construct, represent-
ing a nucleophilic counterpart to enzymatic (electrophilic) zinc
cores. It is interesting to speculate if these reaction mechanisms
evolved from early zinc finger-like proteins containing labile
cores.

The reactivity of zinc finger cores has been exploited in the
pursuit of alternative retroviral therapies. A variety of electro-
philic agents cause HIV-1 inhibition by chemical modification
of thiolates in the NCp7 Cys3His cores.13,18,19,23In the context
of density-functional theory (DFT), the reactivity of these cores
has been correlated with the “electrophilic power” of inhibi-
tors20,32 and indicates that Cys3His cores are particularly
vulnerable to soft electrophiles.20 Although each of the two
conserved NCp7 zinc fingers share the same retroviral zinc
finger motif, the core of the C-terminal finger is substantially
more reactive than the N-terminal finger,21-23 with experiment21-22

and theory20 indicating that Cys49 is the most labile site of NCp7.
Additional experiments demonstrate that some agents selectively
react with the NCp7 zinc fingers, without affecting other cellular
zinc finger proteins, containing Cys2His2, Cys3His, and Cys4
cores.13 Although it remains unclear if HIV-1 NCp7 can be

specifically targeted, these results illustrate that the reactivity
of zinc fingers is varied, suprisingly, even for similar zinc finger
motifs.

Both the chemical composition of a zinc finger core and its
local protein environment are evident determinants of reactiv-
ity.13,33 Cys4 cores are expected to be the most nucleophilic, if
one assumes a net anionic charge (-2), followed by Cys3His
(-1), and then neutral Cys2His2 (0). Kinetic studies of model
zinc finger cores, composed of mixed complexes of phenylthi-
olate (PhS-) and 1-metheylimidazole (MeIm), show that the
rate of methylation does in fact follow the trend: [Zn(PhS)4]2-

> [Zn(PhS)3(MeIm)]- . [Zn(PhS)2(MeIm)2], and reactivity of
the tetrathiolate center is nearly equal to free thiolate.33 It is
likely that the reactivity of zinc finger cores is systematically
higher than these model cores, since alkylthiolates (Cys-) are
stronger nucleophiles. However, “bare” cores are not found in
nature. Thus, the reactivity of a given core must be evaluated
on an individual basis, in the context of its surrounding protein
environment. Within proteins, amide backbone:core NH-S
hydrogen bonds are often observed to electronically stabilize
core thiolates, even in the case of neutral Cys2His2 cores.34-36

This network of NH-S bonds is also important for determining
the local protein fold, as well as its overall stability.36,37

Positively charged Arg and Lys side chains can also form ionic
pairs with anionic cores,38 similar to salt-bridges. Notably, the
Cys protonation state of zinc cores, under physiological condi-
tions, remains unresolved. Although the above results, including
high-resolution X-ray crystallographic39 and EXAFS measure-
ments40,41of Zn-S bond distances, which are very sensitive to
the Cys protonation state,42 are consistent with unprotonated
Cys4 and Cys3His cores, recent mass spectrometric measure-
ments indicate protonated Cys4 and Cys3His cores, such that
these cores are charge-neutral.43

In this study the protein screening of zinc cores is utilized as
a rationale for evaluating the chemical stability of zinc fingers
and related zinc protein constructs. Given that cores with the
same Zn2+-coordination motif are chemically equivalent, their
differential reactivities must be modulated by variation in the
surrounding protein. We postulate thatstructural zinc finger
motifs have evolved in a manner that has promoted steric and
electronic shielding of their potentially reactive core thiolates,
particularly in the case of anionic cores. Therefore, zinc fingers
that utilize increasingly anionic (reactive) core motifs may
exhibit a concomitant increase in the protein screening of their
cores, which can be viewed as a consequence of the preservation
of electroneutrality. In contrast, anionic cores lacking protein
screening may signify zinc fingers particularly vulnerable to
oxidation, possibly because their functionality is redox or MT
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regulated. To investigate these suppositions, we have evaluated
the protein packing and electrostatic screening of 207 zinc finger
cores (78 Cys2His2, 42 Cys3His, 87 Cys4), derived from 92 zinc
finger protein structures in the Protein Data Bank.44 These
properties serve as steric and electronic measures of the protein
protection (stabilization) of zinc cores and are used to predic-
tively rank the relative stability of zinc fingers. We emphasize
that our analysis is independent of a priori assumptions of the
core protonation state(s), since only the protein environment of
zinc cores is measured. We find the average protein screening
of zinc finger cores is strongly differentiated by CysRHisâ,
observing a concomitant increase in the screening of anionic
motifs: Cys4 . Cys3His > Cys2His2, consistent with [ZnCys3-
His](-1) and [ZnCys4](-2) cores, based on the preservation of
electroneutrality. Interestingly, a wide diversity of core environ-
ments is also observed. Notably, the C-terminal finger of nuclear
hormone receptor (NR) DNA-binding domains (DBDs) is
predicted to be the most labile zinc finger motif in this study,
and within the NR family, the human estrogen receptor (hER)
is calculated to have the most labile core. We propose the
C-terminal hER zinc finger functions as a redox or MT regulated
“switch” that controls hER DNA binding and thatweak
electrophiles may disrupt this finger, thus inhibiting hER-
mediated transcription.

Methods

(a) Construction of the Zinc Finger Database.The database of
zinc finger proteins was constructed from experimental X-ray crystal-
lographic and NMR structures of the Protein Data Bank (PDB).44 The
criteria for selection was based on proteins containing at least one
4-coordinate Zn site, consisting only of Cys or His, having Zn-S and
Zn-N distances within 2.6 Å and 2.3 Å, respectively. To uniformily
treat PDB structures that did or did not include hydrogen atoms, all
hydrogen positions were assigned with theprotonate utility of

AMBER5.0.1.45 Zn-bound Cys was treated as Cys-, but this did not
effect the protein screening analysis (see below). Water, nucleic acid,
or complexed ligands were also excluded from analysis, since the
protein environment of the cores was the fundamental property of
interest. To eliminate statistical bias in the dataset due to multiple PDB
entries of a given protein, averages were computed over protein families,
with equal weight assigned to each family. Thus, the average property
(P) of a given zinc finger core motif was

wherePh i is the average over all structures within familyi andNf is the
number of families containing a given CysRHisâ core. Calculation of
Ph i also provided a useful internal measure of the sensitivity ofP to
structural variation in the PDB data. Proteins having only a single
structure were grouped as a “miscellaneous” family. The database of
structures and protein families are listed in Table 1. Zinc clusters or
binuclear zinc fingers, as found in MT and the GAL4 family, were not
included in this study.

(b) Evaluation of Protein Packing about Zinc Finger Cores.
Calculation of the protein density was based on the approach of Grant
et al.,46 where the molecular shape-density of a protein (Fg) is defined
as a sum of atom-centered, spherical Gaussians,

where,

In eq 3,ri is a local coordinate,ri ) |r - r i|, the Gaussian width (1/Ri)
is proportional to the atomic van der Waals radius, and the weight (wi)

(44) Bernstein, F.; Koetzle, T.; Williams, G.; Meyer, E.; Brice, M.;
Rodgers, J.; Kennard, O.; Shimanuchi, T.; Tasumi, M.J. Mol. Biol. 1977,
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17, 1653-1666.

Table 1. Database of Zinc Finger Protein Structures

core motif protein family PDB structure

Cys2His2 yeast Adr1 TF 1paa 2adr
enhancer binding protein 3znf 5znf
GAGA TF 1yui 1yuj
HIV integrase 1aub 1wja 1wjc
uridylyltransferase 1gup 1hxp
TFIIIA 1tf3 1tf6
Zif268 1a1f 1a1g 1a1h 1a1i 1a1j 1a1k 1a1l 1aay 1mey 1zaa
miscellaneous 1ncs 1rmd 1sp2 1ubd 1zfd 1znf 1znm

Cys3His adenovirus DNA-binding protein 1adt 1adu 1adv 1anv
endonuclease I-PpoI 1a73 1a74
protein kinase C 1faq 1ptq 1tbn 1tbo
HIV-1 nucleocapsid p7 1aaf 1bj6 1mfs
Cys- and Gly- rich protein 1ctl 1cxx 1iml 1qli 1zfo
RING-finger proteins 1bor 1chc
tRNA-guanine transglycosylase 1pud 1wke 1wkf
miscellaneous 1a7i 1a8h 1rmd 1ycs

Cys4 alcohol dehydrogenase 1axg 1a71 1a72 1agn 1axe 1lde 1ldy 1teh 3bto
adenylate kinase 1zin 1zio 1zip
GATA TF 2gat 3gat 4gat 5gat 6gat 7gat
rubredoxin 1irn 1zrp
nuclear hormone receptor 1a6y 1gdc 1glu 1hcp 1hcq 1hra 1lat 1rxr 2nll
Cys- and Gly- rich protein 1a7i 1qli 1ctl 1cxx 1iml
RING-finger proteins 1bor 1chc
polymerases 1a5t 1qyp
adenovirus DNA-binding protein 1adt 1adu 1adv 1anv
miscellaneous 1adn 1mea 1nbe 1pft 1tfi

Pmotif ) ∑
i

Nf

Ph i/Nf (1)

Fg(r ) ) ∑
i

Fi - ∑
i<j

FiFj + ∑
i<j<k

FiFjFk - ‚‚‚ (2)

Fi(ri) ) wi exp(-Ri
2ri

2) (3)
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is chosen so that the van der Waals volume is conserved,Vi ) ∫ dr iFi.
The protein volume,Vg ) ∫ drFg, can be efficiently computed by virtue
of analytical Gaussian integrals. As previously demonstrated,46 trunca-
tion of eq 2 to six-body terms (overlaps) yielded protein volumes in
agreement with hard-sphere calculations to within 0.3%. The van der
Waals radii (Å) for H, C, N, O, S, and Zn were 1.1, 1.7, 1.65, 1.6, 1.9,
and 1.4, respectively.

The packing fraction or density of the protein, surrounding a zinc
finger core, was defined as the proportion of molecular volume within
a sphere of radiusR, F(R) ) 3Vg(R)/4πR3, centered at the core, as
illustrated in Figure 1.F was evaluated with the origin located at the
Zn(FZn) and S(FS) positions. Since the steric profile of cores with the
same Zn2+-coordination motif is radially uniform, all core atoms (Zn,
Cys, and His side chains) were excluded from the evaluation ofF. Thus,
evaluation ofF was independent of core motif and measured only the
radial distribution of the surrounding protein density.F was also
decomposed into contributions from the peptide backbone (FBB),
backbone NH groups (FNH) and hydrophobic groups (Fphobe: side chains
of Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Pro, Trp, Tyr, and Phe), byonly evaluating
the density of these respective atom sets. As a benchmark, theF(R)
profile of the GATA-1 core (PDB: 2gat), computed to 16 Å in 0.5 Å
steps, required 13s of CPU time on a SGI R12000 processor.

(c) Electrostatic Screening Analysis of Zinc Finger Cores.
Electrostatic screening of zinc finger cores was evaluated with the
program DelPhi (version 2.50, InsightII 98.0, MSI Inc., San Diego,
CA), developed by Honig and co-workers.47 All atoms within 30 Å of
the Zn position defined the dielectric boundary between protein and
solvent. This encompassed the entire protein volume for most proteins
studied and our results were insensitive to this cutoff. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the radial dependence of the electrostatic potential applied at
a zinc finger core, due to the surrounding protein, Vs(R), was determined
by charging successively larger spheres of protein atoms and solving
Poisson’s equation. In this treatment, only atoms within a radiusR of
the Zn position carried their full charge, while charges of atoms outside
this range were “switched” off. For a givenR, the total protein
electrostatic potential,Vprotein, was calculated by solving Poisson’s
equation on a large, coarse grid (grid spacing) 0.9 Å, protein
dimension<70% of grid dimension, full Coulombic boundary condi-
tions). This grid provided boundary and initial conditions for solving
Poisson’s equation on a focused grid (grid spacing) 0.6 Å, protein
dimension<95% of grid dimension). The identical procedure was used
to calculate the core electrostatic potential,Vcore, with only the core
atoms charged. The protein screening potential of the core was thus,
Vs ) Vprotein- Vcore, with Vs evaluated at Zn and S positions. Refinement
of the grid density to 0.4 Å did not significantly change ((1%) Vs in
test cases.Vs was decomposed into protein contributions from the total
backbone,Vs

BB, side chain,Vs
SC, and side chain subgroups, by charging

only these subsets of atoms. As a benchmark, theVs(R) profile of the
GATA-1 core (PDB: 2gat), computed to 25 Å in 1 Å steps, required
4 min of CPU time on a SGI R12000 processor.

Dielectric constants of the protein and solvent wereεin ) 2 andεout

) 80, respectively. The van der Waals radii were identical to the
packing analysis described above and the solvent probe radius was 1.4
Å. Both AMBER45 and CHARMM48 charge sets were used. Zn-bound
cysteines, treated as Cys-, required additional parametrization, since
Zn-S bonds have covalent character. Zn and Cys charges were based
on DFT calculations,20,49using Dmol (version 960 MSI Inc., San Diego,
CA) to compute optimized core geometries and Hirshfeld and electro-
static potential fitted charges. Zn was assigned a partial charge ofqZn
) +1, while charges for S and Câ of Cys- side chains, (qS,qCâ), were
(-0.34,-0.3), (-0.473,-0.333), and (-0.54,-0.35) for the Cys2His2,
Cys3His, and Cys4 motifs, respectively. These charges obey empirical
formulas,qS ) qS

0 + δS andqCâ ) qCâ
0 + δCâ, whereqS

0 ) -0.74 and
qCâ

0 ) -0.4, correspond to charges of unbound Cys-. Charge transfer
to Zn was modeled asδS + δCâ ) (2 - qZn)/Ncys, such thatδS/δCâ )
4, whereNcys is the number of Zn-bound cysteines; the charge-transfer
per Cys- is inversely proportional toNcys and the majority of the charge
originates from S. The HCâ charge was 0.09, and CR charges were
-0.002 and 0.06 for the AMBER and CHARMM sets, respectively.
All other Cys charges were fixed to their respective force fields, yielding
net core charges of 0,-1, and-2 for Cys2His2, Cys3His, and Cys4,
respectively. It is important to note thatVs was insensitive to the
modeling of core partial charges, due to cancellation ofVcore, Vs )
Vprotein - Vcore. A random(25% variation in the core partial charges
resulted in less than 0.01% variation inVs(R) and treating Cys3His and
Cys4 cores as charge-neutral (qi

core ≡ 0) resulted in only a 0.4%
variation inVs(R).

(d) Analysis of Variance in Packing and Screening.Statistical
differences between packing and screening profiles, as a function of
CysRHisâ, were evaluated by balanced single-factor analysis of variance
(ANOVA),50 using MATLAB (version 5.3.1, The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA). At a givenR, a population of PDB observations exists
for each independent variable (core motif). ANOVA provided a
statistical measure of the similarity in these population distributions,
based on the likelihood (p-value,p) that different populations share a
common mean (null hypothesis). Lowp, typically p e 0.05, corresponds
to significantly different CysRHisâ populations. Over a rangeR, the
median ANOVAp-value (p1/2) of two profiles was a robust statistic of
profile similarity. Since steric and electrostatic screening of zinc cores
are local and long-range properties, respectively, an 8 Å cutoff was
used for packing profile ANOVA, while full profiles were used for
electrostactic screening ANOVA.

Results and Discussion

(a) Trends in the Protein Packing of Zinc Finger Cores.
The steric screening of zinc finger cores is measured by the
protein packing density,F. Radial profiles ofF are shown in
Figure 2, with each profile corresponding to the average trend
in FZn for a given core motif. Similar results are obtained for
average densities centered at the core thiolate positions,FS. It
is important to note the different trends observed in short-range
structuring ofF as a function of CysRHisâ, namely the position
of the shoulder, as well as the magnitude and sharpness of the
maximum density,Fmax. Figure 2a illustrates that Cys4 cores
are on average the most tightly packed, followed by Cys3His
cores, and finally Cys2His2 cores: FC4 > FC3H > FC2H2. The
values ofFmax for Cys4 and Cys3His cores are 19% greater than
that of Cys2His2. Statistically, the ANOVA similarity ofFC4(R),
compared toFC3H(R) (p1/2 ) 0.02) andFC2H2(R) (p1/2 ) 4 ×
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(48) MacKerell, A.; Bashford, D.; Dunbrack, R.; Evanseck, J.; Field,
M.; Fisher, S.; Gao, J.; Ha, S.; Joseph-McCarthy, D.; Kuchnir, L.; Kuczera,
K.; Lau, F.; Mattos, C.; Michnick, S.; Ngo, T.; Nguyen, D.; Prodhom, B.;
Reiher, I.; Roux, B.; Schlenkrich, M.; Smith, J.; Stote, R.; Straub, J.;
Watanabe, M.; Wiorkiewicz-Kuczera, J.; Yin, D.; Karplus, M.J. Phys.
Chem. B1998, 102 3586-3616.

(49) Maynard, A. T.; Covell, D. G. Manuscript in preparation.
(50) Neter, J.; Wasserman, W.; Kunter, M.Applied Linear Statistical

Models; Homewood: IL, 1985; p 517.

Figure 1. Schematic protein environment of a zinc finger core, defined
by Zn2+ and the coordinated residue side chains, Cys3His in this
example. The core is embedded in a protein (dielectric constant) εin),
surrounded by a solvent continuum (dielectric constant) εout). Protein
screening of the core is evaluated within successive radii R.
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10-5), is well separated. Although there is significant similarity
betweenFC3H andFC2H2 (p1/2 ) 0.1), atFmax packing is strongly
differentiated (p ) 0.004). Decomposition ofF reveals that the
trend in total packing density is correlated with the backbone
packing component ofF, FBB, shown in the inset of Figure 2a.
In addition, the contrast betweenFBB profiles of the different
core motifs is more pronounced thanF, and statistically more
distinct. The backbone is much more tightly structured around
Cys4 cores (FBB[Rmax ) 6.5 Å] ) 0.31) than the other motifs,
becoming less so for Cys2His2 cores (FBB[Rmax) 7.5 Å] ) 0.23):
FBB

C4 > FBB
C3H > FBB

C2H2. Contraction of the backbone around Cys-
rich cores may partly be explained by the replacement of the
more bulky His side chain (76 Å3) with the smaller Cys side
chain (44 Å3). However, anionic core motifs have an enhanced
network of backbone:core NH-S hydrogen bonds that likely
stabilize tighter backbone folding around these cores. The
average number of backbone NH-S hydrogen bonds per thiolate
(#NH-S) increases as 1.26 (Cys2His2), 1.34 (Cys3His), and 1.60
(Cys4), with an overall NH-S hydrogen bond distance of 2.57
Å, based on a 2.8 Å NH-S cutoff. Thus, on average the number
of backbone:core NH-S bonds per core increases as 2.5 (Cys2-
His2), 4.0 (Cys3His), and 6.4 (Cys4), with each Cys contributing
a satellite of NH-S interactions. Together these results are
consistent with complementary protein:core interactions that
preserve electroneutrality, supporting an anionic trend in effec-
tive core charges: Cys2His2 (0), Cys3His (-1), Cys4 (-2).

The average trend in backbone NH packing density and
orientation of the different core motifs is illustrated in Figure
2b. Here, the density of each NH unit is weighted by its
NHB direction cosine, relative to the center of the core, defined
as the Zn position (θNH ) ∠ H-N-Zn). The maxima of
FNH〈cos(θNH)〉 for Cys4 and Cys3His cores is on average 124
and 36% higher than Cys2His2 cores, respectively. Statistically,
the dissimilarity ofFNH〈cos(θNH)〉 profiles of Cys4, compared
to Cys3His (p1/2 ) 2 × 10-6) and Cys2His2 (p1/2 ) 1 × 10-10),
is extremely pronounced, as is Cys3His compared to Cys2His2

(p1/2 ) 3 × 10-4). The inset of Figure 2b shows the local
orientation of NH groups tends to be more ordered around
increasingly anionic cores. Moreover, the trend in〈cos(θNH)〉
indicates enhanced long-range backbone ordering for negative
cores, particularly Cys4 cores, extending beyond the range of

NH-S interactions. This structuring may be due to increased
backbone:backbone NH-O interactions in the vicinity of anionic
cores. We postulate that the more extensive network of NH-S
backbone:core interactions, found for anionic cores, may induce
outlying NH-O hydrogen bonding, given the local bias in the
amide dipole orientation around these cores. This is supported
by the computed distribution of NH-O bonds emanating from
the vicinity of zinc finger cores, which is broadly peaked
between 8 and 13 Å (figure not shown). On the basis of the
maxima of this distribution, the number of NH-O bonds
surrounding Cys4 and Cys3His cores is on average 40 and 14%
higher than Cys2His2 cores, respectively. Consequently, these
results imply that mutation or chemical modification of core
cysteines would drastically degrade the native protein structure
by disrupting the interior scaffold of NH-S bonds and coupled
NH-O interactions.

The average hydrophobic packing,Fphobe, of neutral Cys2-
His2 cores is substantially tighter and more pronounced than
Cys3His or Cys4 motifs (Fphobe

C2H2 > Fphobe
C3H > Fphobe

C4 ), oppositethe
trends observed forFBB andF. This suggests that Cys2His2 cores
are more conducive to formation of zinc finger “hydrophobic
cores”. Conserved aromatic residues, located in the vicinity of
Cys2His2 cores, are known to confer zinc finger stability, as
well as enhanced metal ion binding affinity.1 The Cys4 profile
is very slightly more hydrophobic than Cys3His, but this result
is skewed by the extraordinarily highFphobeprofile of the Cys4
rubredoxin core (2 standard deviations aboveFphobe

C4 ). Although
CH-S hydrogen bonds are substantially weaker than NH-S
interactions, scalar coupling between aliphatic side chains and
Fe Cys4 cores has been proposed as a possible electron-transfer
mechanism in rubredoxins.36 If rubredoxin is excluded from the
data, the statistical dissimilarity betweenFphobeprofiles of Cys2-
His2, compared to Cys3His (p1/2 ) 0.04) and Cys4 (p1/2 ) 0.003),
is well separated. In contrast, theFphobe profiles of Cys4 and
Cys3His are quite similar (p1/2 ) 0.4).

(b) Electrostatic Screening Profiles of Zinc Finger Cores.
Decomposition of F indirectly reveals that the electronic
environment of zinc finger cores depends strongly on the Zn2+-
coordination motif. Continuum electrostatic calculations are used
to explicitly probe the electrostatic screening of zinc finger cores.
Figure 3 shows the average radial dependence of the electrostatic
potential exerted by the surrounding protein on a core,Vs(R),

Figure 2. Average radial (Å) protein packing profiles of zinc finger cores: Cys4 (bold), Cys3His (dashed), Cys2His2 (light solid). (A) Total protein
density,F, and total backbone density,FBB (inset). Standard deviation inF is 0.03, 0.06, and 0.03 for Cys4, Cys3His, and Cys2His2, respectively.
Standard deviation inFBB is 0.03, 0.04, and 0.02 for Cys4, Cys3His, and Cys2His2, respectively. (B) Total backbone NH density,FNH, weighted by
the NHB orientation toward the core Zn position (inset),〈cos(θNH)〉, θNH ) ∠H-N-Zn. Standard deviation inFNH〈cos(θNH)〉 is 0.004, 0.006, and
0.003 for Cys4, Cys3His, and Cys2His2, respectively.
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as a function of CysRHisâ, with Vs centered at the Zn position.
Similar profiles are also obtained by averagingVs over the core
S positions. The magnitude ofVs is inversely proportional to
the protein dielectric constant, however the relative separation
of Vs, as a function of CysRHisâ, is invariant toε in the range
1 < ε < 4. Consistent with the packing analysis above, the
trend inVs follows a complementary protein:core charge-charge
interaction: Vs

C4 . Vs
C3H > Vs

C2H2; anionic core motifs tend to
be much more positively screened by protein. This supports the
likelihood that Cys3His and Cys4 cores are anionic in the protein
native state (i.e., Cys is deprotonated), based on the preservation
of electroneutrality. There is markedly stronger short-range
electrostatic screening of Cys3His and particularly Cys4 motifs,
over Cys2His2 motifs. On the basis of the maxima ofVs at 5 Å
(Figure 3), the short-range electrostatic screening of Cys4 and
Cys3His cores is on average 2.5 and 1.8 times greater than Cys2-
His2 cores, respectively. The maxima at 5 Å correspond to the
satellite of backbone:core NH-S interactions. Asymptotically,
the protein screening of the Cys4 and Cys3His cores is 3.1 and
1.7 times greater than Cys2His2 cores, respectively. Essentially
the same results are obtained with either AMBER or CHARMM
charge sets (Figure 3). Statistically, the dissimilarity ofVs

C4,
compared toVs

C3H (p1/2 ) 1 × 10-4) and Vs
C2H2 (p1/2 ) 1 ×

10-5), is very pronounced. There is less contrast betweenVs
C3H

and Vs
C2H2 (p1/2 ) 0.05), due to a large variance inVs

C2H2 (10
kT/e) in closer proximity toVs

C3H. The large variance inVs
C2H2

is attributed to a lack of correlated charge screening for these
charge-neutral cores. Although thenet charge of Cys2His2 is
zero, the thiolates partial negative charge is stabilized by the
presence of NH-S hydrogen bonds (#NH-S ) 1.26), which
contribute to the observed positive screening of Cys2His2 cores
(locally, Vs

C2H2 ) 19 kT/e). The protein:core electrostatic
interaction energy,Σqi

coreVs(r i), yields a larger differentiation
of core motifs, assuming anionic Cys3His and Cys4 cores.
However, this measure is sensitive to the partial charge
parameters of the core, as well as assumptions about the Cys
protonation state of anionic cores, and therefore was excluded.

Our analysis circumvents these problems, since by definition
Vs is insensitive to modeling of the cores.

To compare zinc finger and enzymatic cores,Vs was
calculated for the enzymatic cores of cytidine deaminase (CDA,
PDB: 1aln, 1ctt), and liver alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH,
PDB: 3bto). Like zinc fingers, these zinc enzymatic cores are
composed only of Cys and His residues, in a Cys2His motif,
the fourth coordination site occupied by H2O or substrate. The
averageVs profiles of the CDA and ADH cores, shown in Figure
3, have a completely different signature in comparison to zinc
finger cores, indicating different functionality. In contrast to zinc
finger cores, the CDA and ADH cores arenegatiVely screened,
due to the presence of nearby Asp and Glu residues which can
polarize the substrate (ADH) or directly activate H2O (CDA).
Furthermore, these enzymatic cores have fewer NH-S bonds
(#NH-S ) 1.0 CDA, 0.5 ADH), compared to zinc fingers. This
latter feature has been postulated to enhance the covalent
component of the Zn-S bond, thus providing a “valence buffer”
of the catalytic site.51 Recently, a novel Cys3 cytidine deaminase
has been found to have similar catalytic activity to its Cys2His
counterpart,52 although Cys3-coordination is more associated
with zinc finger cores.

Decomposition ofVs into the total backbone,Vs
BB, and side

chain, Vs
SC, contributions, is shown in Figure 4. The local

profile of Vs is dominated by the backbone interaction with the
core, particularly in the case of Cys4 cores. The trend inVs

BB

varies as: Cys4 . Cys3His > Cys2His2, and is correlated with
the number of backbone:core NH-S interactions. Based on the
maxima ofVs

BB (R ) 5 Å), the ratios ofVs
BB for the different

motifs (Cys4 to Cys2His2: 3.1, Cys3His to Cys2His2: 1.9) are
similar to ratios of the average number of NH-S bonds per
core (Cys4 to Cys2His2: 2.6, Cys3His to Cys2His2: 1.6). At longer
distances, the backbone becomes screened from the core and

(51) Xiang, S.; Short, S.; Wolfenden, R.; Carter, C., Jr.Biochemistry
1996, 35, 1335-1341.

(52) Carlow, D. C.; Carter, C., Jr.; Mejlhede, N.; Neuhard, J.; Wolfenden,
R. Biochemistry1999, 38, 12258-12265.

Figure 3. Average radial (Å) profiles of the protein electrostatic screening potential (kT/e) of zinc finger cores,Vs(R): AMBER charge set (bold),
CHARMM charge set (light solid).Vs profiles of the enzymatic Cys2His cores of alcohol dehydrogenase, ADH (dash dot), and cytidine deaminase,
CDA (dash), are shown for comparison. Standard deviation inVs is 6.5, 4.1, and 10.2 kT/e for Cys4, Cys3His, and Cys2His2, respectively.
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its structure less correlated with the proximity of the core, hence
the decline inVs

BB. However, long-range backbone screening
of Cys4 cores is more pronounced than the other motifs. As
discussed above, this is attributed to induced backbone:backbone
NH-O interactions in the vicinity of Cys4 cores. Asymptotically,
the ratio ofVs

BB for the different motifs varies as Cys4 to Cys2-
His2: 5.7, Cys3His to Cys2His2: 1.7. On average, the net side
chain electrostatic screening of zinc finger cores is also positive.
However, the profiles ofVs

SC are much less structured than
Vs

BB. Asymptotically,Vs
SC becomes the dominant component of

Vs, except for Cys4 cores, its proportion ofVs increasing as 39,
66, and 68%, for Cys4, Cys3His, and Cys2His2 cores, respec-
tively. Further decomposition ofVs

SC into component side
chain contributionsVs

pos (Arg, Lys), Vs
neg (Asp, Glu),Vs

pol (Asn,
Cys, Gln, His, Met, Ser, Thr),Vs

ali (Ala, Gly, Ile, Leu, Pro,
Val), andVs

aro (Phe, Trp, Tyr), reveals that the asymptotic trend
in Vs

SC is most correlated withVs
pos. This result is consistent

with the abundance of Lys and Arg residues found in the zinc
finger domains of TFs, where these residues often function in
specific nucleic acid interactions. Notably, the combined influ-
ence of aliphatic, polar, and aromatic side chains (Cys2His2),
generally yields a positive screening potential that cancels the
negative contributions of Asp and Glu (Vs

neg).
In some zinc finger families,Vs

pos locally screens Cys4 and
Cys3His cores, as shown in Figure 5. In these cases, individual
Arg and Lys side chains directly interact with the thiolates of

anionic cores, in a manner reminiscent of protein salt-bridges,
contributing a large positive screening potential to the core. As
examples, buried Arg interacts with the Cys4 cores of NRDBDs
in RevErb orphan NR (Arg150,157), glucocorticoid NR (Arg489,496),
estrogen NR (Arg63), and retinoid NR (Arg191). Strong Arg:
core interactions are also found for the Cys4 core of E. coli
DNA polymerase III (Arg46), and the Cys3His core of endonu-
clease I-PpoI (Arg122). In the RING finger domain of the
promyelocytic leukemia TF, there is a strong Lys20:Cys3His
interaction. Arg and Lys side chains (Arg122, Lys152,174) are also
closely distributed around the Cys3His and Cys4 cores of the
cysteine- and glycine-rich protein family (CRP). However, in
the case of CRP fingers these residues tend to be solvent-
exposed, and their interaction with the cores is substantially
weaker. Similarly, there are significant Arg42,47:Cys4 interactions
observed for GATA-1, but these interactions are sensitive to
structural variation within the NMR data. A recent study
suggested that Arg42,47may impede the docking of electrophilic
compounds into reactive proximity of the GATA-1 core.13

(c) Biochemical Diversity of Zinc Finger Core Environ-
ments: Assessing Reactivity/Stability of Individual Cores.
Thus far we have compared average trends in the protein
screening of zinc cores. Here the protein screening of cores is
analyzed on an individual basis, revealing a wide diversity of
core environments. This diversity may reflect differences in zinc
finger functionality, where unprotected cores may signify redox

Figure 4. Decompostition of electrostatic screening profiles into total backbone,Vs
BB, and total side chain,Vs

SC, contributions: Vs (bold), Vs
BB

(dash), Vs
SC (dash dot). (A) Decomposition of Cys4 electrostatic screening. (B) Decomposition of Cys3His electrostatic screening. (C)

Decomposition of Cys2His2 electrostatic screening.
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regulated fingers, while well-screened cores denote stable
structural elements. Individual cores are ranked by steric (local)
and electrostatic measures of their protein screening. The
average packing density of a core,Fs ) Σi

RmaxF(Ri)∆R/Rmax,
within a radiusRmax, is used as a steric screening parameter.
Rmax is based on the maxima of the average packing profiles
(Figure 2A), Rmax ≡ 7 Å, and Fs is proportional to the local
integral ofF(R). Since the protein electrostatic potential can be
long-range, the asymptotic value ofVs, Vs

∞ ≡ Vs[R ) 25 Å], is
used as a measure of electrostatic screening. The sensitivity of
Fs and Vs

∞ to structural variation within the PDB data was 4
and 15%, respectively, based on their standard deviations for
multiple PDB entries of a given protein. Figure 6 is a composite
representation of the steric and electrostatic environments of
all zinc finger cores in this study. There is a tendency forFs

and Vs
∞ to be correlated, consistent with the previously dis-

cussed correlation between the average trends inF andVs, where
increased backbone packing of cores is associated with
enhanced NH-S interactions. The overall shifts in theFs and
Vs

∞ distributions of Figure 6,{Vs
∞,Fs}motif, as a function of

CysRHisâ, correspond to relative differences in the average trends
of F and Vs. Figure 6 shows considerable overlap between
{Vs

∞,Fs}motif distributions. Thus, in some cases a Cys4 core may
be less screened than a Cys2His2 core, and is consequently
predicted to be much more labile. Conversely, well separated
regions of{Vs

∞,Fs} may indicate a protected Cys4 core that is
less reactive than a given Cys2His2 core.

Based on the experiments of Wilker et al.,33 the reactivities
of “bare” zinc finger cores are estimated to vary as 1000 (Cys4):
100 (Cys3His):1 (Cys2His2). Recently, Huang et al.13 also
demonstrated that some electrophilic agents selectively modified
NCp7 Cys3His cores, thereby disrupting HIV replication,
without inhibiting cellular zinc finger proteins containing Cys4

(GATA-1) and Cys2His2 (Sp1) cores. Collectively, these results
suggest that a core’s protein environment is a key determinant
of reactivity, as important as a core’s intrinsic nucleophilic
strength. Notably, the core of the N-terminal NCp7 finger is

ranked near the average of{Vs
∞,Fs}Cys3His (Figure 6: 1aaf1),

while the C-terminal NCp7 core is ranked as one of the least
screened cores in{Vs

∞,Fs}Cys3His (Figure 6: 1aaf2). TheVs
∞ and

Fs values of the N-terminal NCp7 core are 1.5 times greater
than the C-terminal core, consistent with experiments demon-
strating the N-terminal finger is substantially less reactive than
the C-terminal.21-23 TheVs

∞ andFs values of the GATA-1 and
Sp1 cores also fall in the middle of their respective distributions.
The Cys4 core of GATA-1 (Figure 6: 2gat) is 1.5 and 2.8 times
more sterically and electrostatically screened, respectively, than
the C-terminal NCp7 core. Experimentally, GATA-1 is much
less vulnerable to electrophiles than NCp7,13 although a Cys4
core is expected to be an order of magnitude more reactive than
a Cys3His core.13 In the case of Sp1 (Figure 6: 1sp2), its neutral
Cys2His2 core is electrostaticallyless screened than the C-
terminal core of NCp7. Thus, the inertness of Sp113 is likely an
example of its intrinsically more stable Cys2His2 core (lower
chemical potential), relative to a Cys3His core.33,49 Consistent
with this observation, the development ofweakelectrophiles
that do not affect Cys2His2 cores, yet disrupt NCp7, is a design
strategy for NCp7 inhibitors.

The steric and electrostatic environments of the Sp1, NCp7,
and GATA-1 zinc finger cores are illustrated in Figure 7, where
the peptide backbones are color-coded according to the total
electrostatic screening of the core per residue,Vs

residue. Except
for the C-terminal NCp7 zinc finger, these proteins are
representative of the average screening of Cys2His2, Cys3His,
and Cys4 cores, based onVs

∞ and Fs. In all cases there is
positive (local) electrostatic screening of the core thiolates,
primarily due to NH-S interactions. Moreover, Figure 7
emphasizes the enhanced local screening and backbone packing
of the GATA-1 Cys4 core, as well as an extended sphere of
residues that substantially and positively screen its core
(Arg19,42,47, Thr11,15), residues which are highly conserved in
the GATA family of transcription factors. Compared to other
fingers, the core of the C-terminal NCp7 finger is more exposed,
particularly the Cys49 thiolate (S49). This is more clearly shown

Figure 5. Electrostatic screening profiles of [Arg,Lys]:core interactions,Vs
pos(R): nuclear hormone receptors (NR), endonuclease I-ppoI (ENDO),

Cys-Gly rich proteins (CRP), RING-finger proteins (RING), RNA polymerase II (POLY), GATA TF family (GATA).
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in Figure 8, where electrostatic screening profiles of the
individual core thiolates of NCp7 are compared, withVs(R)
centered at each S position. Asymptotically, the electrostatic
screening of S49 is 60 to 75% less than the other NCp7 thiolates.
Experimentally, Cys49 is observed to be the most reactive
cysteine of NCp721,22 and theoretically S49 is predicted to be
the most nucleophilc site.20

The distributions{Vs
∞,Fs}motif can be further used to identify

other zinc fingers that may be chemically labile. Among Cys2

His2 cores,Vs
∞ is nearly zero for the sterically exposed HIV

integrase cores, andVs
∞ is negatiVe for the E. coli uridyltras-

ferase zinc fingers and the second TFIIIA fingers. Electrostati-
cally, these cores are over one standard deviation less screened
than the average of Cys2His2, VsC2H2

∞ . Notably, there are no
cases in which anionic core motifs are negatively screened
(Figure 6). Among Cys3His cores, the C-terminal finger of
endonuclease I-PpoI and the RING finger domains of the
promyelocytic leukemia and equine herpes virus TFs, are two

Figure 6. Diversity of protein screening of zinc finger cores, measured by (Vs
∞,Fs). Cores that are explicitly marked by their PDB labels are

discussed in the text; PDB subscripts correspond to the sequence of multiple zinc fingers within a protein. (Top panel) Cys2His2 cores, protein
families: yeast Adr1 TF (×), TFIIIA (*), GAGA TF (shadedO), HIV-1 integrase (black]), enhancer binding protein (b), uridylyltransferase
(black 0), ZIF268 (shaded0), miscellaneous (0). (Middle panel) Cys3His, protein families: adenovirus DNA-binding protein (4), CRP (+),
RING-finger proteins (O), endonuclease I-PpoI (shaded0), protein kinase C (shadedO), HIV-1 NCp7 (black]), transglycosylase (*), miscellaneous
(0). (Bottom panel) Cys4, protein families: ADH (shaded0), CRP (+), GATA TF (shadedO), RING-finger proteins (O), adenylate kinase (×),
adenovirus DNA-binding protein (4), rubredoxin (g), polymerases (*), NR (black]), miscellaneous (0).

Figure 7. Comparison of the protein environments of NCp7 (panel A: N-terminal finger,panel B: C-terminal finger, PDB: 1aaf), Sp1 (panel
C, PDB: 1sp2), and GATA-1 (panel D, PDB: 2gat) zinc finger cores. The backbone ribbons are color-coded by the contribution of each residue
to the total electrostatic screening potential of the zinc finger cores; red (negative) to blue (positive), color saturation) (2 kT/e.
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standard deviations less screened thanVsC3H
∞ . These Cys3His

cores and the C-terminal NCp7 core are predicted to be similarly
labile. The{Vs

∞,Fs}Cys4 distribution is distinguished by having
the widest range of electrostatic and steric screening values.
The Vs

∞ range of Cys4 is twice that of Cys2His2 and Cys3His.
The extrema of{Vs

∞,Fs}Cys4 are spanned by the zinc fingers of
nuclear receptor (NR) DNA-binding domains (DBDs). NRDBDs
contain two distinct zinc finger domains; the minima of
{Vs

∞,Fs}Cys4 correspond to the C-terminal zinc finger cores of
NR monomers and the maxima correspond to the N-terminal
zinc cores of NR dimers.

In the case of NRmonomers(Figure 6: 1gdc, 1hcp, 1rxr),
the cores of the C-terminal zinc finger of the human retinoic
acid receptor (hRR) and human estrogen receptor (hER) are over
three standard deviations less electrostatically screened than
VhsC4

∞ . Sterically, the C-terminal hER core is the least screened
of Cys4 cores, over four standard deviations less than the Cys4

average ofFs. In contrast, the protein screening of the N-terminal
zinc finger cores of hRR and hER is near the average of
{Vs

∞,Fs}Cys4. In the case of DNA-bound NRdimers, the protein
screening of both N- and C-terminal cores is systematically
increased, relative to NR monomers. For example, the C-
terminal cores of hER and hRR dimers are shifted to the average
of {Vs

∞,Fs}Cys4, while the N-terminal cores are the most pro-
tected of this study (Figure 6: 1hcq). Thus, the C-terminal NR
finger is predicted to be stabilized by NR dimerization.

The C-terminal zinc finger of monomeric NRs are predicted
to be especially labile since they contain a Cys4 core. As a point
of reference, the reactive Cys4 core of Ada30 (Figure 6: 1adn)
is located in the vicinity of the C-terminal zinc cores of hER,
hRR, and glucocorticoid receptor. The C-terminal zinc finger
of the hER DBD is predicted to be the most labile in this study
(Figure 6: 1hcp2). Figure 9 illustrates the contrasting electro-
static and steric environments of the hER DBD Cys4 cores, with
the peptide backbone color-coded byVs

residue. Notably, Arg63 is
“sandwiched” between the two Cys4 cores, forming a salt-bridge
with the core of the N-terminal finger. Sequence alignments
indicate that Arg63 is absolutely conserved across the NR family

(data not shown). Figure 10 quantitatively compares the
electrostatic screening of hER DBD thiolates, revealing a triad
of Cys thiolates in the C-terminal finger (S49, S59, S62) that are
predicted to be particularly vulnerable to oxidation, S49 being
the most labile. Electrostatically and sterically the C-terminal
hER zinc core is 500 and 60% less screened than the N-terminal,
respectively.

Experiments have demonstrated the two NRDBD zinc finger
domains are structurally and functionally nonequivalent.53-56

The N-terminal finger contains a DNA-recognition helix that
interacts with the DNA major groove, while key components
of the dimer interface are localized to the C-terminal finger.53,54

NRDBDs are monomeric in solution, but dimerize in binding
cooperatively and specifically to their DNA-response elements.
As a monomer, the structure of the C-terminal finger is
disordered, relative to the N-terminal, and on formation of the
dimer the structure of the C-terminal finger is stabilized.53,55In
addition, studies have found that hRR DNA-binding can be
regulated by a variety of oxidants,25,57 and that MT can
reversibly exchange Zn2+ with hER, thus regulating its DNA
binding.26 The MT/thionein couple also effects DNA binding
of Sp117 and TFIIIA,17,58 and other experiments indicate that
MT plays an important role in the cellular transduction of
Zn2+.28,29,59 Consistent with these findings and the results of
this study, we propose that redox regulation of NR DNA binding
is modulated by the labile C-terminal finger. In this view, the
C-terminal finger functions as a zinc-regulatory “switch”, its
Zn2+-bound concentration controlled by the cellular redox state

(53) Schwabe, J.; Chapman, L.; Finch, J.; Rhodes, D.; Neuhaus, D.
Structure1993, 1, 187-204.

(54) Schwabe, J.; Chapman, L.; Rhodes, D.Structure1995, 3, 201-
213.

(55) Holmbeck, S.; Dyson, J.; Wright, P.J. Mol. Biol.1998, 284, 533-
539.

(56) Wikstrom, A.; Berglund, H.; Hambraeus, C.; van den Berg, S.; Hard,
T.; J. Mol. Biol. 1999, 289, 963-979.

(57) Kroncke, K.-D.; Carlberg, C.FASEB J.2000, 14, 166-173.
(58) Zeng, J.; Heuchel, R.; Schaffner, W.; Kagi, J.FEBS Lett.1991,

279, 310-312.
(59) Jacob, C.; Maret, W.; Vallee, B. L.Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.

1998, 95, 3489-3494.

Figure 8. Radial profiles (Å) of the electrostatic screening potential (kT/e) of the Cys thiolates of NCp7, with the origin ofVs(R) centered at the
individual core S positions. Thiolates are labeled according to their Cys residue sequence.
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or MT/thionein couple, which in turn regulates formation of
the DBD dimer and hence DNA binding. Very recently, this
hypothesis has been corroborated by Whittal and co-workers,60

who demonstrated that preferential oxidation of the hER
C-terminal zinc finger prevented hER dimerization and therefore
DNA binding.

Conclusions

Using a structural database of zinc finger proteins, we have
evaluated the chemical stability of zinc fingers on the premise
that steric and electrostatic screening of their zinc cores confers
resistance to oxidation. In support of this supposition, we find
a large concomitant increase in the steric and electrostatic

screening of increasingly anionic (reactive) core motifs, sug-
gestingstructural zinc fingers have evolved such that their
potentially reactive core thiolates are protected by the protein,
especially zinc fingers that utilize anionic cores. The predomi-
nant structural mechanism by which zinc finger cores are
screened is through networks of backbone:core NH-S hydrogen
bonds, which also stabilize the local protein fold of zinc
fingers.36,37 This finding is consistent with the notion of a
secondary NH-S “coordination shell” in the region of zinc
finger cores.38 Although only the electrostatic component of
NH-S interactions has been evaluated, the results suggest
charge-transfer and polarization components may make impor-
tant contributions to the oxidative stability of zinc cores. DFT
and ab initio electronic calculations indicate NH-S interactions
can substantially stabilize core thiolates; an optimized amide:

(60) Whittal, R.; Benz, C.; Scott, G.; Semyonov, J.; Bulingame, A.;
Baldwin, M.; Biochemistry2000, 39, 8406-8417.

Figure 9. The zinc finger domains of the human estrogen receptor DNA-binding domain (finger 1) N-terminal, finger 2) C-terminal, PDB:
1hcp). The backbone ribbon is color-coded by the contribution of each residue to the total electrostatic screening potential of the zinc finger cores;
red (negative) to blue (positive), color saturation) (2 kT/e.

Figure 10. Radial profiles (Å) of the electrostatic screening potential of the core thiolates of the human estrogen receptor DBD. Thiolates are
labeled by their Cys residue sequence.
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Cys hydrogen bond lowers the Cys pKa by -14 units.49

Together, these findings support other studies39-42 that indicate
Cys4 and Cys3His cores are anionic under physiological condi-
tions, but appear to contradict a recent mass spectrometric
study43 that indicates protonated (charge-neutral) Cys4 and Cys3-
His cores. Our analysis does not preclude the possibility of
protonated cores, particularly unscreened cores which may be
prone totransientprotonation, thus providing a rationale for
conflicting observations. Further studies are needed to resolve
this issue. We also find that enhanced networks of core NH-S
hydrogen bonds, associated with anionic cores, may induce
increased backbone:backbone NH-O interactions. Furthermore,
a number of ion pair [Arg,Lys]:[Cys4,Cys3His] interactions are
noted that are highly conserved. Thus, we conclude zinc finger
cores are not readily mutatable, sinceeach core motif determines
specific protein:core interactions that contribute to unique zinc
finger topologies. Comprehensive mapping of protein:core
interactions to residues may be instructive in interpreting
sequence-conservation of zinc finger domains and have ap-
plications to the design of zinc fingers that are resistant to
oxidation.61,62

By ranking zinc fingers according to the protein screening
of their cores, potentially labile and stable zinc fingers are
delineated. Consistent with experiment, the reactive Ada Cys4

core30 is identified as labile, as well as the C-terminal Cys3His
core of NCp7.21-23 Lack of protein screening of anionic cores

may be an indicator of zinc fingers with redox or MT regulated
functionality, as found in the case of the C-terminal Cys4 core
of NR DNA-binding domains. The C-terminal zinc finger of
hER is predicted to be the most labile in this study, containing
a triad of reactive thiolates: S49, S59, S62. Since the threshold
of reactivity of the C-terminal hER core is predicted to be the
lowest, it may be possible to selectively target the hER DBD
with weakelectrophiles, while not affecting other cellular zinc
fingers. Thus, we propose that the transcriptional function of
hER may be inhibited byweakelectrophilic agents that modify
its C-terminal zinc finger core, preempting formation of the hER
dimer, thereby inhibiting hER DNA binding. This may provide
an alternative strategy to current antihormone therapies, directed
toward intervention of hER-mediated cancer growth.63 Such a
strategy is supported by the recent findings of Whittal and co-
workers,60 where hER DNA binding was inhibited through
chemical modification of its labile C-terminal zinc finger.
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